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Abstract—A variety of reconfigurable surface devices, utilizing
large numbers of actuated physical pixels to produce discretized
3D contours, have been developed for different purposes in re-
search and industry. The difficulty of integrating many actuators
in close configuration has limited the DoF and resolution and
performance of existing devices. Utilizing vacuum power and
soft material actuators, we have developed a soft reconfigurable
surface (SRS) with multi-modal control and performance capa-
bilities. The SRS is comprised of a square grid array of linear
vacuum-powered soft pneumatic actuators (linear V-SPAs), built
into plug-and-play modules which enable the arrangement, con-
solidation, and control of many DoF. In addition to the practical
benefits of system integration, this architecture facilitates the
construction of customized assemblies with an overall compact
form factor. A series of experiments is performed to illustrate
and validate the versatility of the SRS for achieving diverse
tasks including force controlled modulation of interface pressure
through integrated sensors, lateral manipulation of a variety of
objects, static and dynamic shape and pattern generation for
haptic interaction, and variable surface stiffness tuning. This SRS
concept is scalable, space efficient and features diverse functional
potential. This will extend the utility and accessibility of tangible
robotic interfaces for future applications from industrial to home
and personal use.

Index Terms—Soft Robotics, Pneumatics, Vacuum, Peristaltic
Table, Reconfigurable Surface, Haptic Interface.

I. INTRODUCTION

A reconfigurable surface is a nominally 2D structure which
can be transformed to render 3D shapes and contours.

This is often achieved by discretizing the surface into an
array of height-variable physical pixels, pins or rods which
are used to construct digitized or physically interpolated (via
a flexible covering) geometric features [1], [2]. This concept
has attracted interest for diverse applications in a variety of
interactive and physical user interfaces.

In the field of Human-Computer Interaction, reconfigurable
surfaces are considered as a subclass of “shape-changing
interfaces” [3]. In this field, reconfigurable surfaces may be
used, for example, to create physically 3D visual displays [4]–
[7]. The ideas behind these displays have found their way
into (and likely out of) science fiction movies such as X-Men
(2000) [8].

The changes in surface elevation can also be used to create
tactile displays for the visually impaired. Such is the goal
of “refreshable braille displays” [9]. These devices display
different braille characters by toggling pins between raised
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and lowered positions. Though traditionally these devices have
relied on relatively large piezoelectric actuators, proposed
actuation concepts include microfluidics [10]–[12], electro-
active polymers [13]–[15] and shape-memory alloys [16]–[18].

Other displays have been designed to render tactile or
haptic information to unimpaired users. For example, inflating
pneumatic cells have been combined with a jamming-particle
surface to create a haptic surface that can render different
shapes and mechanical stiffness [19], [20]. Another display,
FEELEX, includes force sensors on each pixel, allowing it to
react to the interaction forces from the user [7]. These tactile
displays can also be placed on the body to provide tactile cues
without visual distraction [21]–[24].

The principles behind these shape/pressure adjusting tech-
nologies are also found in more personal applications. For
instance, medical mattresses can be overlaid with “dynamic
support surfaces” that actively alternate or adjust pressure
distributions to prevent bedsores [25]. Air bladders or mechan-
ical devices allow the seats of luxury automobiles to adapt
to different users and preferences [26]. And the ubiquitous
“massage chair” uses its surface to create dynamic pressures
on the back, legs or feet of its users.

A changing topology can do more than just change its shape
or pressure profile, it can also transport objects on its surface.
This may be accomplished, for instance, by creating wave-like
profiles that cause the object to roll or slide in the desired
direction [4], [27], [28]. FESTO’s “WaveHandling” system
relies on a network of bellows under a flexible surface [27].
A braille-display-controlled manifold of soft blisters has been
used to control the rolling of a ball [28]. Other surfaces can
move flat objects without rolling. Taking inspiration from the
locomotion of caterpillars, these “soft tables” can manipulate
objects in three degrees of freedom by controlling the elevation
and translation of an array of soft legs [29].

In the manufacturing industry, controllable topology has
been leveraged to develop reconfigurable die and mold tooling
concepts for reducing production costs. This method allows
forming of sheet materials with different curvature patterns or
shapes using a single mold. This technique has been proposed
for sheet metal forming [30], [31] and composite molding
[32]. A commercially available “adaptive mould”, produced
by Adapa, can aid the production of custom double-curved
panels out of composites, thermoplastics, concrete, and glass
[33].

Every reconfigurable surface device with many DoF in-
volves a significant challenge in the integration and control of
a large number of actuators necessary for its function. Differ-
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ent designs are constrained by different practical limitations.
Purely mechanical systems require either very small actuators
embedded below each physical pixel, or transmission elements
such as flexible cables to relay force from actuators separated
from the active surface elements by distance and scale. Typi-
cally the latter results in systems which are much larger than
the functional area of the reconfigurable surface itself, which
limits the applications of such devices to effectively stationary
and unconstrained environments. Other surfaces which are
driven by small embedded actuators usually rely on such
mechanisms as smart materials including SMAs, electroactive
polymers, piezoelectic actuators, or miniaturized voice-coil
linear motors [9], [34]. While principally ideal for applications
matching their physical scale, these technologies are generally
characterized by low force, and stroke limitations. Other
solutions which utilize fluid as a transmission medium often
combine both the advantages and disadvantages of both types
of systems; incorporating compact actuators while relying on
inefficient architecture for managing fluid power distribution
and control. Some progress has been made in existing work to
address these challenges, specifically through the development
of modular soft actuators which were leveraged to produce
robot morphologies powered by pneumatic vacuum that could
not have otherwise been implemented practically [35]. The
objective of this work is to study the performance of phys-
ical shape and load modulation control modes for tangible
interactions and haptic interfacing using a modular, high-DoF,
reconfigurable surface powered by pneumatic vacuum through
a single port. This contribution will extend the existing utility
of reconfigurable surface systems and present new alternative
uses or practical potential to leverage further benefits.

We developed a new, compact interactive platform, a soft
reconfigurable surface (SRS), based on a modular actuator
network to test applications in safe object manipulation,
haptic interaction and variable-stiffness surfaces. The SRS
concept we present is modular, allowing the “plug and play”
modules to be rearranged into arbitrary footprints with little
design effort. This modular, embedded hardware approach
also facilitates the use of versatile and powerful actuators
while maintaining an overall space and weight efficient em-
bodiment. Our system’s unique combination of performance
potential, physical design efficiency, and customizability could
lead to use in new, unexplored domains, including personal
and portable use outside of industrial and scientific research
settings.

II. METHODS

A. Physical System Architecture

1) Base platform: The SRS prototype shown in Fig. 1 is
comprised of 16 modular actuator units arranged in a 4x4
grid layout. This configuration is chosen to enable a diverse
variety of system capabilities and behaviors, however due
to their modular construction, any arrangement of actuators
is possible. A functional base platform dictates the overall
size, shape, and resolution of the final system and may be
easily customized. The platform provides mechanical interface
features which allows actuator modules to be plugged into it

Fig. 1. The complete SRS prototype is shown, comprised of 16 independently
controllable single DoF modular actuators powered by vacuum pneumatic
pressure, a force sensor layer, and control and interface electronics. Each
actuator module is interconnected through a multi-port interface from below
to a base platform which provides pneumatic and electrical power supply
in addition to a computer control signal. A module consists of a single
control valve, communication electronics, and a Linear V-SPA, shown with
an illustrated cross section depicting the foam chambers (1), and dividing
membranes (2).

and physically joined to form a single system. The base also
serves as a pneumatic supply manifold and electrical control
network interconnection. For fluid power, every module is
connected through a port to a shared negative pressure supply
distributed through parallel branched channels embedded in
the base manifold. Only a single pneumatic supply line is
required to power the base platform, irrespective of the its
shape, or the number of modules attached to it. For electrical
power, the modules are also connected in parallel, while for
control each module is electrically connected through the base
platform in series on an extensible single wire communication
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bus.
2) Module: The module body contains embedded hardware

and electronics which enable attached actuators to be powered
and controlled locally. The integrated components include
one solenoid valve (Lee, LHDA0531115H) mounted internally
on a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) and a communication IC
(Worldsemi, WS2811) that allows commands to be sent to
every module independently over a single signal line. These
decentralized components are key to the practicality of the
final system as they reduce the complexity of connecting
many pneumatic actuators required to achieve high-DoF in the
reconfigurable surface. The modular architecture also yields
a complete system which is relatively compact compared to
other reconfigurable surface systems.

3) Linear V-SPA: A linear vacuum-powered soft pneumatic
actuator (V-SPA) is attached to the top of the module body.
When combined with other modules in close arrangement, the
distal endpoints of the actuators constitute an interactive, vari-
able geometry surface. To render adaptable shapes or stiffness
profiles, the vertical height of each actuator is controlled by
modulation of a vacuum pressure pneumatic supply. In this
way every actuator module only has a single DoF while the
system as a whole consequently consists of 16 independent
DoF.

Linear V-SPAs are composed of an open-cell polyurethane
foam core assembled in separate pieces sequentially between
stiff paper dividers, separating the whole actuator into a stack
of multiple chambers following methods and materials similar
to previous work [35]. To accommodate the attachment of
sensors to the end of the actuator, a rigid 1 mm thick acrylic
plate is glued to the top of the core. The linear core assembly is
then manually coated with two thin layers of Elastosil M4606
silicone rubber to seal it from the environment, leaving an
uncoated portion at the proximal end to attach to a mounting
plate with a hole for the pneumatic supply. Under the negative
pressure of the vacuum supply, the actuator is driven to
collapse. The relatively stiff paper dividers and the hexagonal
shape of each foam core segment directs the structure to
create large compressions in the actuator length. With the
actuators oriented vertically at the top of the modular units,
this retraction produces a height displacement which changes
the shape and contour approximated by the endpoints of all
the actuator modules combined in the SRS. By controlling the
vacuum pressure in the modules we can modulate the actuator
position, end-force, or effective stiffness.

4) Sensors: To enable optional feedback control of the
SRS, an additional modular force-sensing layer can be attached
to the assembled grid of actuator modules. The sensor layer
is comprised of a 3D printed ABS plastic structure which
surrounds and clamps onto the assembly, and houses thin PCB
rails which fit between the rows of linear V-SPAs comprising
the upper portion of the SRS. Adjacent to every V-SPA along
the rails, the thin, flat cable of a 4mm diameter flexible Force
Sensitive Resistor (FSR 400, Interlink Electronics) is attached.
The actuator modules as well as the sensor layer are connected
through an interface PCB which houses a microcontroller
unit (Teensy LC) and an analog multiplexer which facilitates
reading all 16 surface sensors from a single analog and four

digital microcontroller inputs. The PCB also contains a three-
wire control connection header to attach the actuator to the
module base platform, and a final header to receive high-
current 5V power from an external supply (every valve draws
150 mA current, for a total of 2.4 A possible when all modules
are active).

To physically interface with the actuators, a small, high-
force neodymium magnet is glued to the back side of the
functional, distal end of the sensor, which is oriented to
compliment a magnet of opposing polarity embedded in the
end of the surface actuator. This allows removable temporary
attachment or detachment of the sensor assembly to the main
SRS body. When the actuator modules and sensor layer are
combined, each actuator is paired through software to the
sensor attached to its end, enabling individual force control
of every actuator in the complete surface.

B. System control

1) Experimental Module Quasi-static Characterization: A
single actuator module was tested in compression with vacuum
gauge pressure levels between 0 kPa and -30 kPa. These tests
were conducted under quasi-static conditions in an Instron
5965 with a 500 N load cell. A tack was glued to the top of the
module to keep it oriented to the load-cell during compression.
The long-slender actuator buckled and rebounded under the
compressive loads. A polynomial surface was fit to the data.
This surface related the compression (5th-order regression) and
pressure levels (2nd-order regression) to the measured load.
The results of this regression are shown in Fig. 2a. The R2

value of the regression was 0.933 and the RMS of the residual
error was 0.427 N. The smooth polynomial function used for
the regression allowed was used in the analysis of the module
behavior.

2) Position Control: The polynomial surface regressed to
the module characterization data can be used to identify an
approximate relationship between actuator free contraction and
pressure (Fig. 2b). The true behavior of the actuator for a given
pressure will vary from the curve shown in Fig. 2b because of
hysteresis. The maximum free contraction, with -30 kPa, was
approximately 1 cm (for a nominal relaxed module height of
4 cm).

3) Force Control: The force at the actuator tip comes
from the compression of the foam within the actuator (Fig.
3a). For small levels of compression, only small forces can
be achieved. For moderate levels of compression, the force
remains roughly constant. For example, between 5 mm and
12 mm of contraction, the maximum tip force as characterized
by the polynomial regression increases from 1.8 N to only
2.3 N. This force can be modulated lower through the applica-
tion of vacuum pressure. For compressions smaller than 1 cm,
the output force can be decreased to zero (with a maximum
vacuum gauge pressure of -30 kPa. Beyond this point, the force
can still be decreased but the change in force, ∆F , achievable
through vacuum decreases gradually until 2 cm of compression
is reached.

4) Stiffness Control: The vacuum pressure can be used to
modulate the passive stiffness of the modules. For a module at
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Fig. 2. (a) An individual actuator module was tested in compression.
Increasing the magnitude of the vacuum pressure increases the free deflection
of the actuator. To compress the actuator beyond this point, external forces
are required. This load-behavior of the actuator was captured well by a two-
variable (compression and pressure) polynomial surface. (b) The relationship
shown here between the point of zero external force and pressure was
identified from the polynomial surface regressed to the characterization data.

a given free displacement, the stiffness quantifies how quickly
the force increases for a given displacement beyond its un-
forced level. The partial derivative (with respect to displace-
ment) of the polynomial surface for module force can provide
a measure of stiffness. Evaluating this partial derivative at the
free-displacement point (Fig. 3b) shows that increasing the
magnitude of the vacuum pressure decreases the stiffness of
the system for small deflections. This small-deflection stiffness
decreases from 0.94 N/mm with no pressure to 0.17 N/mm at -
30 kPa, an 82 % reduction. At larger displacements (e.g. 1 cm),
the instantaneous stiffness increases for pressure values with
magnitudes above about -15 kPa. At this deflection beyond the
no-force point, the instantaneous stiffness can be as high as
1.9 N/mm.

III. RESULTS

We validate the practical capability of the SRS for use
in different applications by demonstrating a variety of dis-
tinct, programmable control modes. Utilizing integrated force
sensors coupled to every linear V-SPA module, we present

Fig. 3. (a) The achievable force output of the actuator is constrained by
its compression level. At low-levels of compression, only small forces can
be achieved. The largest range of achievable forces occurs at approximately
1 cm of compression. As the compression approaches 2 cm, higher forces can
be achieved but the vacuum pressure loses its ability to reduce the force from
the foam. (b) The instantaneous stiffness of the actuator (evaluated at the free
deflection point) decreases with increasing magnitudes of vacuum pressure.
An approximately five-fold decrease in stiffness (over small deflections) can
be achieved. With vacuum pressure magnitudes above about -15 kPa and for
compressions on the order of 1 cm beyond the no-force point, the effective
stiffness of the modules increases with increasing magnitudes of vacuum
pressure.

the operation of the SRS in force control mode for interface
pressure redistribution and input device functionality. An al-
ternate mode, controlling actuator position in open-loop and
neglecting the stiffness change coupled to displacement, is
shown to generate different shapes and patterns for haptic
display or direct physical manipulation of external objects.
Finally, leveraging the variable stiffness characteristic of the
actuators as a function of pressure, we achieve a stiffness
control mode which yields a soft surface with tunable passive
compliance.

A. Force Mode: Interface Pressure Modulation

Closed-loop force control was implemented for each linear
V-SPA module to permit active modulation of the interface
pressure (IP) between the top of the SRS and an external load.
Individual sensors were attached to the endpoint of each linear
V-SPA and a binary (bang-bang) control scheme was employed
to achieve two different force modulation capabilities: IP
redistribution and IP reduction.

The same simple control strategy resulted in the behavior
for both types of loading. Using the control with a fixed load
results in an IP redistribution behavior. Fixed displacements
result in an overall IP reduction. These scenarios are analogous
to different potential applications for a compact SRS, including
an active pressure-point reductive bed or seating surface (fixed
load) or dynamically adjustable body interface for wearable
robotic devices (fixed displacement). Fig. 4 illustrates these
behaviors.
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Fig. 4. Through retraction of the actuators we compensate for uneven interface
pressure distributions based on contact force detection. For a fixed force load,
representing an object resting on the surface, interface pressure concentrated at
a single point is distributed among other actuators when the load is reduced
at the concentration point. For fixed displacement loads, the reduction of
interface pressure (IP) at the concentration does not affect adjacent areas of
the surface.

The performance of the force control mode was evaluated
through a set of tests designed to simulate these potential
use conditions and illustrate the efficacy of the different
control behaviors. Fig. 5 shows the results from the validation
experiments performed using the SRS and various physical
test objects used to produce variable load distribution. For both
test conditions, two force targets were tested, corresponding to
29% and 68% of the maximum measurable force for a single
sensor (roughly 1/3 and 2/3 of the sensor range respectively,
to demonstrate two distinct targets within the nominal regime
of the sensor separated from both extremes at the minimum
and maximum of the range).

For the fixed load tests, a square, rigid medium-density
fiberboard (MDF) plate was placed resting on top of the
surface, to support an object of 739 g mass. In addition to the
plate with a flat contour on both sides, three other interface
plates were tested with protrusions around the edge, in the
center, and in the corner. These plate variations produced
different interface pressure patterns used to highlight the effect
of the active force control. A measurement was initially taken
of all 16 sensors with the force control deactivated, and then
again after it was turned on.

For the fixed displacement tests, a heavy duty scientific ring
stand was used hold the MDF plate against the surface at a
pre-set deflection of 3 mm below the nominal, unpowered
resting height of the actuators. Again, measurements were
made before and after activation of the force control.

B. Position Mode: Shape and Pattern Generation

1) Tactile display: The SRS can be utilized as an output
device to physically display meaningful information through

Fig. 5. Experimental results using closed-loop control to modulate the surface
IP. Different patterns of non-uniform IP were imposed by interface plates in
contact with the surface, with a variety of physical profiles. The physical
profiles on the interface plates included protrusions at the edge, center, or
corner of the surface. The pressure maps between controller off and on states
show the effect of the active force control. With fixed loads, the IP was
redistributed and with fixed displacements, it was reduced.
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Fig. 6. The SRS can render a variety of shapes and patterns which can be discerned by visual display or through safe tactile interaction to convey information
or feedback to a user. A selection of static shapes are depicted in (a), and examples of dynamic patterns are shown including, (b) orthogonal wave, (c) diagonal
wave, (d) path trace, (e) moving shape, and (f) blinking shape, although many more alternatives are possible with the high-DoF reconfigurable surface.

static shape reconfiguration or dynamic pattern propagation.
As the active surface of the device consists of an inherently
soft structure, it can be safely operated in direct or close
contact with sensitive body areas where the structural data
representations may be perceived. Using shapes, patterns, and
motion profiles, a variety of information could be transmitted
to a user. This method of haptic representation could be used

to render geometric or non-geometrical data. This includes
topological graphics, simulated structures, feedback from other
devices, or incoming communication.

We implemented some examples to illustrate the possible
application toward a tactile display device. Fig. 6 shows both
static and dynamically rendered shapes and patterns. These
were generated with the prototype to form at least ten unique
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Fig. 7. Three objects were transported across the SRS with different dynamic shape patterns: a lightweight ball transported via positive (convex) diagonal
wave (a), a heavy block via positive orthogonal wave (b), and a delicate object transported in a circular path with negative (concave) wave along a traced
path (c).

tactile primitives which could be used to encode information.
Using these primitives in combinations to form tactile words,
an even wider range of complex tactile communication is
possible.

2) Object Manipulation: Surface shape patterns can also
convey and manipulate physical objects. By producing variable
height profiles, the SRS is capable of directing the motion of
objects placed on it from high to low spots, leveraging gravity.
As the topology of the surface changes dynamically, the
position and orientation of any objects resting on it follows the
low-energy wells formed around prominent features, allowing
the objects to be moved either by rolling or sliding in the
direction of traveling waves. In addition, static features may
be produced to provide passive object constraints that can be
used to guide objects in motion or arrest them.

We demonstrate these capabilities experimentally using the
SRS prototype to manipulate three different types of objects
categorized as lightweight, heavy, and delicate, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 7. Both negative and positive waves were
tested to transport the objects; the former produced by the
progression of a concave feature across otherwise nominally
extended actuators, with the latter formed by a convex feature
traveling across a surface of otherwise fully retracted actuators.
Both methods were effective in transporting objects across
the surface, although a trade-off was found between speed
and controllability for certain objects which would prescribe
the advantage of one over the other depending on application
requirements. This difference is mainly due to the presence
or lack of fully defined object support by the surface during
object transport. With negative waves, objects maintain quasi-
static equilibrium throughout the process of translation, being
borne by multiple extended actuators surrounding a concave

surface feature, allowing better control. For positive traveling
waves, a prominent convex feature is used instead to push
an object across the surface, leading to behavior closer to
continuous falling for less controllable but more dynamic and
high speed transport. This was particularly apparent through
observations of the movement of a lightweight spherical object
which is prone to rolling freely away from a prominent,
positive wave at high speed, while a negative wave maintained
control of the object at all times. The average linear velocity of
the ball-shaped object in translation was estimated to be 27.5
cm/s, while the large, heavy, rectangular object was observed
to be 0.7 cm/s.

C. Stiffness Mode: tunable passive compliance

The variable stiffness behavior of the actuators as measured
in Section II-B can also be leveraged in combination with
shape and pattern rendering to augment the position control
capabilities mode described above. The nominal stiffness of
the surface can be tuned for either application by adjusting
the nominal range of operation for the actuators. At different
overall displacement levels or actuator heights, the surface can
render the same features used for tactile display or object
manipulation within controllable regimes of compliance. This
feature extends the utility of both by adding additional haptic
information or mechanical control. While integrated sensing
can also be used to achieve active force control for the same
purpose, the method of tuning the passive stiffness of an
SRS allows a more robust guarantee of safety for objects in
contact, independent of control system dynamics and speed
which affect other active stiffness control methods.
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IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper we present a new reconfigurable surface
concept based on a new type of modular, linear vacuum-
powered soft pneumatic actuator (linear V-SPA), which is
capable of operating in position, force and stiffness control
modes. A 16-DoF prototype was experimentally tested for
validation of the control modes in the context of realistic
potential applications. The design is fundamentally modular
and extensible to different footprints with high numbers of
modules.

Using force sensors on the surface of each actuator, closed-
loop force control was utilized to actively modulate the in-
terface pressure between the SRS and non-uniform objects in
contact. This mode was was able to reduce and redistribute the
forces on the surface. This could enable applications such as
mechanical human interface devices to alleviate discomfort or
tissue damage from extended duration pressure concentration
from wearable robots or from body weight support.

In open-loop position control mode, the SRS also demon-
strated the ability to render physical shapes and patterns to
function as a non-visual tactile display. Static and dynamic
primitives were generated which could serve as elements for
a tactile language. These could convey complex information
for use in machine feedback or communication applications.
While not demonstrated here, the force control mode could
also be combined with this application to provide another level
of feedback, or the sensors could be used for touch driven
device input. The position control also enabled the transport
of physical objects. By creating traveling waves along the
surface, the SRS is able to manipulate objects through rolling.
This could enable industrial conveyor applications for delicate
objects. We also demonstrated the functionality of the SRS as a
variable stiffness device. This control mode could be combined
with position control to create haptic displays with controllable
passive stiffness. It could also be used to passively mitigate
impacts or dampen motion without the need or limitations of
active stiffness control.

As a result of a modular architecture and the use of soft
material actuators powered by vacuum to provide safe and
compliant reconfigurability, the SRS presented here demon-
strates a unique combination of performance and design effi-
ciency. With a diverse range of potential functions along with a
compact and scalable design, the multi-functional SRS device
enables new and extended applications limited in previous
similar devices by practical size or actuator performance
constraints. The unique features of the SRS afford benefits to
high-DoF manipulation, interaction, or communication tasks
with potential in both industrial and personal use by providing
safe and compliant reconfigurability.
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